Into the Mountains by artist Joe Wilson is the third in a series of limited edition artists’ books published in a collaboration between Ballynahinch Castle and Occasional Press.

Over the last few years a number of contemporary artists, taking the castle as their base, have been invited to venture out into the surrounding terrain and to bring back a ‘sketchbook’ of visual images about whatever aspect of the Connemara landscape has particularly engaged their attentions. The books recording these encounters are unique accounts of personal expeditions, each giving us a new insight into that wild and beautiful Atlantic landscape.
Joe Wilson's *Into the Mountains* presents images derived from numerous sketchbook notes and photographs that he made during his many wanderings in the Twelve Bens of Connemara. From the tracks and streams of the low-lying valleys he takes us up to the exposed, rocky heights. From where with panoramic views he invites us to experience something of the vertiginous grandeur of the spectacular vistas and something of the physical excitement of being high above the surrounding landscape, up in the realm of the clouds.

The images are accompanied by a vivid response of world-wandering ruminations on the fascination of mountains and the images they inspire from one of Ireland's most celebrated and prolific contemporary authors: **Colm Toibin**.

The hardback limited edition (with original print) € 80.00 (+ P&P).

The paperback edition (without original print): € 25.00 (+ P&P).

Books are available by order from Bríd O'Malley at Ballynahinch Castle: [brid@ballynahinch-castle.com](mailto:brid@ballynahinch-castle.com)